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Tahko gives a lot of opportunities to make 
different hobbies during all four seasons.
Downhill, cross country skiing, ice hole fishing 
and health resort Tahko Spa have become 
extraordinary popular in Winter time.
Golf courses, horse riding, mountain biking, 
canoeing or fishing gives You extraordinary 
possibilities to enjoy spectacular scenes in the 
summer time. 
To see the colorful autumn scenery from the 
backpacking and hiking trail is truly
picturesque. You will find more details  at 
www.tahko.com

At the villa Nipashovi You have Your lifetime 
best alternative to hobby and rest. 
Fish from Your own pier, run from the hole in ice 
to the warm outdoor steaming pool. In the 
summertime enjoy several outdoor parlor 
games, arrange immemorial parties or just relax 
and enjoy peaceful Finnish countryside by 
resting at the covered terrace.

Great experiences at the Villa Nipashovi in Tahko Leisure Center

Today Tahko is one of the most versatile and fastest developing Leisure Centers in Finland. Tahko is right in 
the heart of Finland, 435 km from the capital Helsinki. Location is nearby the city of Kuopio, where the nearest 
airport is. Nearest railway station is 40 km away and Tahko is easily reached also by bus. 

The Villa Nipashovi has been built nearby the Lake of Syväri close to the Tahko Leisure Center. There You can 
find a wide range of exotic activities and enjoy peaceful Finnish countryside.

The representative Villa Nipashovi is suitable for 
private and also for company use. With over 300 m2 
the wooden Villa Nipashovi gives You the 
opportunity  to arrange meetings, trainings and 
customer happenings with all ordinary and extra 
equipment. Surprise your colleagues, friends or 

family with Finnish specialties and quality by using 
our rental or extra services. - we call this life. 

Please contact us by filling the ”questionnaire form”,
on our website www.ilmaherrat.fi , sending email or 
just calling us.

Villa with all extras


